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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
an element to be a member of the Jacobson radical of the ring of all row-finite 
matrices over a ring R, a problem proposed by Nathan Jacobson in his book, 
Structure of Rings (p. 23). 
Let R be a ring. The set of all row-finite matrices whose entries are elements 
of R shall be denoted by R,, . The Jacobson radical of R shall be denoted by 
N(R). E. NI. Patterson has shown that N(R,) 2 [iV(R)lw and that 
N(R,) = [N(R)lw if and only if N(R) is a right-vanishing ring. 
Let ~1 aij /I be an element of [N(R)],,, and let m be a positive integer. I f  each 
of k and p is a positive integer let gi,,,,, = upp and let d,,&l be the quasi-inverse 
of %m~ . Suppose that n is a positive integer which is not greater than m and 
that gLkp and d,,” have been defined as elements of J\‘(R) for all positive 
integers k and p. Let 
If  n is less than m, let d;zl be the quasi-inverse of gkzk,m,m-12 . Since 11 aij i1 is 
a row-finite matrix, let m, < m2 < m3 < ... be an increasing sequence of 
positive integers such that if 9 is an integer greater than m,, then ukn. = 0. 
The matrix ;I a,, Ii is said to be quasi-nilpotent if there exists an increasing 
sequence of positive integers, lzl < n2 < n3 < ..., such that ifs is a positive 
integer then n, > m, and if 1 < q < s, p > n, then g,“;$8t, = 0. We shall 
show that 11 a,? 1~ E N(R,) if and only if each element of the left ideal of R, 
generated by ii u,,~ /I is quasi-nilpotent. 
The matrix 11 uzj 11 is diugonalixed provided that if {u,~~~ , uiZj, , Q, ,...> is 
any set of entries of 1) aij 11 such that {jl ,j, ,j, ,...> is an unbounded sequence 
of positive integers then, for some positive integer k, uililui j 1.. uikj, = 0. 
If  R is a commutative ring and /I ujj 1) E [N(R)]w then /I uij ;I k*N(R,) if and 
only if Ii a,j !I is diagonalized. 
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2. THE xoiv-COnIMcTATIvE CASE 
First suppose that R is a ring, j/ ai ~1 E [LV(R)]~ is a quasi-nilpotent matrix, 
and that the sequences ~zr < wan -; 7?ZR c. ... and ~zr < n2 < n3 < ... are as 
above. We shall construct a left quasi-inverse of :/ ajj ‘I. 
Let s be a positive integer and let II m=- n,s . Let 7’,s -: ,! tij ii such that if 
J < %, then t,, m= a,, and ifj :- m,,, then tL3 0. Patterson has shown that 
T, E N(“R*,). Let G’, =- 1~ uij 1, be the q;asi-inverse of T,? and letp be an integer 
greater than nz, . 
LEMMA 1. If k is an integer such that 0 :.i k < n theu 
u nn then 
Therefore the lemma is true when k m= 0. Xow suppose that 0 < k c n and 
that the lemma is true for all nonnegative integers less than k. TVe wish to 
show that if h is an integer such that 0 -s h ,< k then 
Since Q,-,~.,, = 0 if j 3, wz ,,-, i , then u,-~~,~, == CJ”i; a,+l,Ju,,j . ‘l’hus the 
statement is true when h == 0. Suppose that 0 e: I? I k and that the statement 
is true for all nonnegative integers less than h. Then 
dh-1) m,  n-h 
%-k,z, = 
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Therefore the statement is true for h. Thus, when k = k, 
proof. Suppose that n = s + 1. Since apj : 0 if j > m, and since 
m4 < m, :< n, then u,, = Cj”=:’ a&jD . Since 
“la+1 
u,i-1,D = (1 - 4+1) i 
i 
as+l,iuip + C as+l,iuip y 
i-l i=s+~z ) 
then 
Thus the lemma is true if n = s + I. 
Suppose that n > s + 1. Ifj is an integer such that 0 .<j < n, let 
We shall show that if k is an integer such that 0 < k ,.G 71 - s - 2 then 
Since uqD = - x:,“=, aa,ujn , by Lemma 1, 
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Thus the statement is true when k =: 0. Suppose that the statement is true 
for some integer h where 0 S’ h < n - s -- 2. 
By Lemma I, 
n-h-l-2 
c s;;f% 72-h (1 - &+I) g”?’ n h,n,n-~z-ll-lun-~,-h-l,P 
j,=O 
d;,n-h(l - di+l)&!;‘-~~.,.,-,(l - d?) 
Thus, since the statement is true for k = lz, 
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n-h-s-2 
*--s-2 n-jl-s-2 
+ c c gi:n-j 
&=htl j,=O 
,(’ 
a-s-2 n-fl-8-2 
+ j,$+l C g2Tn-jl (I 
i,=o 
- ';+'I g:l_cl:,n,n-j,_/,-l"~-j~-j~-l~~ 
Thus the statement is true for h + 1. Therefore, when k = n - s - 2% 
LEhm.4 3. If  each of y, t, and q is a positive integm and Y < n, then 
s,‘;‘,‘, t = a,, + 2;:; g;;;,n-i( 1 - d;+‘) g:T;,,,t . 
Proof. 
T-l 
r-1 
2 
= g,,n.t + ~ls;%d - d;+l)g::; n,t 
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LEMMA 4. Jf 1 < q ;< s and k > n theng:;;:-L’ = 0. 
Proof. Let h be an integer greater than n. Since ) a,, ,i is quasi-nilpotent 
then, if 1 -..’ y  :I< s, g~~~~, -= 0. We wish to show that if h is a nonnegative 
integer less than s and if 1 q -1 s then gt$, 0. 
Therefore, if 1 < 9 .< s, then 
n n 
gq,n,l; = gg.,n,fA i &,,,(l -~ 4,")g;,,,,. -- ,Y,":,fs := 0. 
Thus the statement is true when h -= 0. Now suppose that h is an integer 
such that 0 <; 17 :,I s - 2 and, if I ‘-:: 2 .:’ s, thengz;:{: = 0. Thus 
I f  i ;-- rz then a,, --m 0. Thus, if i > n, then by Lemmas 3 and 4, 
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Therefore, 
Therefore, when s = 1, urD = g~+ury . Thus 
ho,- suppose that R is a positive integer and that Uk = 1; Z1ij 11 is the 
quasi-inverse of Ti, , where if I < 4 .:< k and p > HZ,* then unp := 0. Let 
IV ~2 I, ZD,, I/ be the quasi-inverse of T,,.-, . Let I’ = 11 Vij 11 where w,i = Uij if 
i C’ k and z’,~ = wLi if i > k. The first nz nk rows of Ti, and of T,,., are 
identical. Thus V is the left quasi-inverse of T,,, . Therefore I7 = II? If  
P -> % i. ,I then, by Lemma 5, / 
Thus 
Therefore let B = 1; blj :i where, for each positive integer i, bij is the 
(&j)-entry of CTi . B is the left quasi-inverse of 11 nij 11. Thus if A E [N(R)lw 
and each element of A,, the left ideal generated by A, is quasi-nilpotent 
then A, is a quasi-regular left ideal. Thus A, C A’(&,). 
Conversely, suppose that 11 aij /! E N(R,). Let 1’ b,, /I be the quasi-inverse of 
I! a,, ‘I. Let 72, < nB < 123 ... be an increasing sequence of positive integers 
such that if t > n,. then b,, = a,., :== 0. Let s be a positive integer and let 
n ~= ~2,~ . We wish to show that if 1 < q 5: s and p >, n thengz,:t+,:,, = 0. 
If  each of iandjis a positive integer andj < n, let hi,,<,, = g:,71,nPj+r(l - d,‘). 
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I f  1 is an integer and 0 < t ,< n - j then let 
LEMMA 6. If  each oft and q is a positke integer then 
11-l 
gn q,n,i = ad + El h~,.s,n-i-lan-i~l,t . 
Proof. By using the definition of hi,R,L we can show that 
LEMMA 7. If each of Y, q, and t is a positiae integer, 1 r: r ~2 s, q < Y, and 
n, < t then Ii”=;’ hi,s,n-j-lan-,+l,t = ~k~.t . 
proof. I f  n - Y < j 6; n - I then CZ,-,,~., --m- 0. Furthermore ayl = 0. 
Thus, z:~_rI h~,,,,-j..la,-j-l./ =y a,, I CJ+~ Il,j s n-j-lan-i,~l,f Therefore, by > , 
Lemma 6, C~~~h~,s.n--j-lan--j.l,t =&.lL,l. 
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PYOO~. Let t = 0. Since b,, = -aQn + Cb, baiain , then 
a-1 
km = --h;,,,, + C Who. 
i=l 
Thus the lemma is true when t = 0 and j = I. 
Suppose that h is an integer, 1 < k < n, and that 
n-i 
&J-j+1 = --hLo + 1 v4,,,, 
i=l 
for all positive integers j less than k. We wish to show that if r is a positive 
integer less than K then 
7t--k+1 
b,rr--k+1 = 7 -gg,n,n-kil -t zl bnj93.n.n-k+l 
Since the lemma is true for all positive integers less than k then 
b,,,-k+l = -ag,n-k+l + 5 bjaj,+-k+l 
j=l 
n--k+1 
= -aa,n-k+l + 2 bojaAn-k+l 
j=l 
Thus the statement is true for Y = 1. Suppose that u is a positive integer less 
than k - 1 and the statement is true when Y = U. Then 
+ kz [ --hL + y b&:,s,,] &--i+l.n.n-k+l . 
,=tI 2=1 
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Since the lemma is true when t == 0 and; .:: Jc then 
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Therefore the lemma is true when t == 0. Now suppose that j < n - 1 
and that the lemma is true when t = Y where 0 .< Y < n - j - 1. 
Then 
Thus the lemma is true when t ,= Y -;- I. 
Thus, by Lemma 8, letting t =~- n - j - 1 
b,l = -a,, +- E b,+a,, 
i=l 
n-1 
E --OR1 b,,a,, i- & [--h~,s,,-,-l + b,l~~~,s,n-+Il art-f+l,l . 
By Lemma 6, h,,, = -~t,~~,~ + b,,g:,,,l . Thus b,, =-z -&,n,l(l - d,“\. 
Therefore, if /I is an integer greater than ?I then, by Lemmas 7 and 8, 
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2. THE COMRIUTATIVE CASE 
Kow let R be a commutative ring and let 11 6, ~, be an element of [N(R)lw . 
11-e wish to show that !I bi, , t X(R,) ‘f 1 an only if / bFj ii is diagonalized. d 
First suppose that h,, I E ,V(R,). Let 1~~ < m, < wz3 < ... be an 
increasing sequence of positive integers such that if q is an integer greater 
than nz,> then b,, = 0. Let {bjljl , bialp, blgi3 ,...I be a set of entries of jl bzj /I 
such that {j, ,,ie ,j3 ,... > . 1s an unbounded sequence of positive integers. Let 
k(O) :I~ 2 and let k( I ) be an integer greater than 4 such that jTCcl) > 7?zi, 
Let k(2) be an integer greater than k(1) f  2 such that if t is a nonnegative 
integer less than 2 then jl;(%) ;e nzikCl, . Suppose that h(p) has been defined 
for some positive integer p. Let k(p -C 1) be an integer greater than k(p) -12 
such that if t is a nonnegative integer less than p --~ 1 then j, cp, 1) > WZ,~(~, .
Let ~1 ctj I/ be the element of R, such that if 9 is a positive integer then 
cw(,-l~ =b fk(q-l)-l,jR(V-l)-l and c,, ~~ 0 if j f  ir(,-l~ Let j! eL3 11 be the 
element of R, such that if each of i and Q is a positive integer then e,, =m 0, 
and ei.p+l = 0 if i fji;(a-lj . Let ~/ afj ;: = jl cij ij 11 6, j/ II ejj ~1. Since N(R,) is 
an ideal then 11 aTj /j is an element of N(R,). Th erefore 11 aij ~j is quasi-nilpotent. 
Let Y  be a positive integer such that if p > Y then g::,!,,, = 0. 
If  Y  = 1 then 0 = gi,,,, =. aI2 $- a,,(1 - d,l) aI2 = (1 - d,‘) uI2 . Thus 
bi,i,bz,j2 .” bir(l)-2.i,(,)-2 = fz12 = (I ~ n,,)(l - cl,]) 012 == 0. 
Suppose that Y  > 2. M’e wish to show that if each of s, f ,  and u is a positive 
integer such that f  E< s < 1’ then gj:-,?,,,, -= CZ~-$,~ This is true if t == 1. 
Suppose that the statement is true for t -7 p s< s --- 1. Then 
Since p < s then Y -p +- 1 >- 1’ - s $ 1. Thus N,-,‘,,++~ ==~ 0 and 
g),(+t.T,l, = a,_,s,, .
?GOK we wish to show that if f  is an integer such that 0 < f  s.l Y then 
t 
gr-t+1,r,r+1 
Since gf.,T,T+-I = ar,r+l , then the statement is true when t = 1. Suppose 
that k is a positive integer less than Y  and the statement is true when t = k 
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Then 
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kfl gr-k,T,r+l = gLkJ.,T+l + g:-f~,r.r-k+l(~ -- 43 d-:--k+1,r.r+1 
- a7-k,7+l + u,-k,T-k+l( 1 -- d,L) %w,r--L+2u - 4-l) - 
>: ar-k+2,r-k+3 (1 - &“) ... a,-,,,( 1 -- d,l) ar,r+l 
= a&r-& 1 ~ d,“) &-k+l,r--f+2( 1 - d:;-l) 
x a,-,< n,y-k+a(l - d;-2) “’ %l,r(l - d,l) ar,T+l . 
Thus the statement is true when t := k f  1. Therefore, when t --_ Y, 
g:.T.r+l = a,,(1 - 4-y a,,(1 ~ C2) ... %lJ(l - 4') ar.r+1 . 
Therefore 
= (1 - d,‘) a& 1 - d:-l) a2a( I - d:-y ... ar+( 1 - d,l) ar,r+r 
= G&z3 ..* ar,r+1 (1 - d,l)(l - d,“) *.. (1 - d,‘). 
Hence 
= a,,a, *.I ar,T+l(l - d,l)(l - 4.7 ... (1 -- d,“)(l -‘&,I) 
x (1 -g’z::,2> -.* (1 - a,,) 
= 0. 
Therefore ij bij II is a diagonalized matrix. 
Conversely, suppose that I/ bij !I is diagonalized. Let u be an integer, 
I/ d,? jj E R, , and ii cij 11 = u 11 bij // + 11 d,, j/ j/ 6,j if. Let or < r2 < ~a .*. be an 
increasing sequence of positive integers such that if Q > yk then d,, = 0. 
Suppose that /I cij 11 is not diagonalized. Let {ciIjl , c,~,~ ,...I be a set of entries 
of/l cij II such that {jl , j2 , j, .-.> is an unbounded sequence of positive integers 
Andy. .c. .., 
531 22’2 czkjk f  0 for each positive integer k. However, for each positive 
integer k, c,~~, = z&.,~~~ + XL& djkhbkjli . Thus there exists a sequence 
vhlll > hQi$ 9”. } of entries of 1’ bij /I such that {j, ,j2 ,j3 ,...} is an unbounded 
sequence of positive integers and bhIj,bh j ..* ZJ,~,~ # 0 for each positive 
integer k. But this contradicts the fact thatZI:b,j (I is diagonalized. Thus each 
element of the left ideal of R, generated by 1; 6,, ii is diagonahzed. 
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Let 1 n,, 1, be an clement of the left ideal of K,,, generated by / bjj ,I. Let 
1 < ml -< T?12 -< In:{ *.. be an increasing sequence of integers such that if 
9 ,’ nz,, then u,,<, 0. Let s bc a positive integer. Let Iz,~ be an integer .: m, . 
Suppose that for every integer t  k,< there exists an integer pI ;, t  and a set 
bn, 1 QJ,!, ) fiil’Li .” Q,: of entries of ~ ~l,~ ~ such that 9 :.. S, each j, C: p, , 
and f, Qo,1Q,,‘2 ... (l;,gyt ~,-- +- 0. Form such an element .f, for each positive 
integer t  Iz, Since the first s rows of (I,, 1, contain only finitely man!- 
nonzero entries, there exist positive integers q .’ s and .j VI, such that ayi 
appears as the first term inf, for infinitely man!- t .  Form the subset S, of the 
set {f,, ,.f,tg71 ,...j such thatf, E S, if and onl>- if N,), appears as the first term 
irIf).ifi ’ SZ,\ and .ft t S, then a term of the form (I,~~~ where k .:- m, and 
h ;,. VI, appears in the sequence,f, Ilov~cver, the rows from s G 1 to ~1,~ of 
I a,, ~1 contain only finitelv manv nonzcro entries. Thus there exists a term uilJl . 
where s .! 1 c i, C: m, and jr HI\ such that u ,111 appears in infinitely 
many elements of S, Let ,Y, = {f, : fi IS S, and ,fi contains the term u,~~,]. 
There exists a term Q,,,~,, where m, 1 1 i, WI,,, , j, 
. -- 
m,,, such that CZ~~,~ 
appears in infinitely many terms of S, . (‘ontin’ue this p;ocess to form 
h,, > a,l,l J Q$i, ...:. This contradicts the fact that 1 urj i, is diagonalized. 
Thus there exists a positive integer >I, ;. k,$ such that if p ‘, n, and 
Iav~l ) %,J~ .” ‘jp1 1 is a set of entries of Ii Q,~ 1, such that y  ’ s and each j, <I p 
then G!gjlUj j, “. aj,~a - 12 0. If  h is a positive integer, let k, r :,; rzl, {- 1. Thus 
111 < l?i -, nx .*. Furthermore wit Iz,~ n?l, . 
IVe wish to show that if p : JZ. and I : 9 I _ s then g:;:,‘,,, = 0. First 
we shall show that if each of k, 9, and I/ is a positive integer and h ,:> n,s , 
then there exist i,, sets {a,,, , (lClil ,..., ~~~~~~~~~~~ of entries of a,, 1~ and elements 
r . v., ,..., Y,, such that jl .: 
,it ~;~,~s ~-- E:bl~o,,~, , 
IT,- for each i, either rj I or 7, E R for each j, and 
... (~,,(~)h~, Sineed .,,*. h == aoh T Q,,, a,, I, - ~yn,~rL,d. , 
th’en the statenlentli: true for 12 =~ I. Suppose that f  is a ;oskve integdr I& 
than 11, and the statcrrrent is true for Ir = t .  ‘I’hcn 
where u, S; n,7 for each i, either z’,, = I or v,, E R for each u. 
Thus g2iL:zi, ~2 x.:1:, a,,,,a,,,, ... Q,,(~),,,Y, where j, 5; n,< < p for each i. 
Therefore gr.q;’ ,,p -:= 0 and 11 ulj 11 is quasi-nilpotent. Thus 1’ b,? ;j E N(R,). 
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